
Experience in store
A subsidiary of F Ramada of Portugal - Storax Racking
Supplies was formed in 2003 to supply a wide range of Ramada
products, solely through trade outlets in the UK and elsewhere in 
Europe.

The founding members of Storax Racking Supplies are all
ex-employees of Dexion Ltd. Collectively we offer more than 100 
years’s experience of the industrial storage sector. Having worked in 
different areas of the business, our varied knowledge and experience 
enable our team to provide accurate product information, technical 
design advice, a prompt and efficient order-processing service and 
reliable customer support from the quotation stage to completion of 
every order. Our warehouse staff pride themselves on their excellent 
record for accurate picking and clear, careful packing.

Working out of our Hertfordshire office and warehouse north of 
London, we continuously adapt our product offering and services to 
respond to the changing needs of our customers. We can offer a wide 
range of racking, shelving and associated accessories form stock, and a 
made-to-order service from the factory in Portugal for non-standard 
sizes and colours.

Range of products available... and more

Storax SP80 can be used in its own right to provide 
tailor-made racking solutions, and can also provide 
a framework for other methods of pallet storage, 
including Push Back Rack, Glidestock and Mobile 
Storage Systems.

Storax Cantilever racking is the ideal product when 
long lengths need to be stored.

Storax IM50 shelving is one of Europe’s favourite 
bolt-free hand-loaded shelving systems. A range of 
accessories adds to this popular product’s
Versatility and makes it a logical choice for many 
industrial and semi-commercial
applications.

Storax Slotted Angle are still faithful to the original 
Dexion designs and, used in conjunction with the 
normal range of accessories, remain as flexible in 
their applications today as they have always been.

SP80 Racking Dynamic Racking Drive-in Racking

Cantilever Racking IM50 Shelving Slotted Angle

Storax Racking Supplies
Storax House
15 Frogmore Road, Apsley
Hemel Hempstead, Herts
HP3 9RT

Tel: 01442 229210

Fax: 01442 269735

Email: sales@storaxsupplies.com

www.storaxsupplies.com
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Storax Protec
The versatile rack protection system
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Versatile design
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Fitted directly to the racking to absorb and diffuse 
accidental impact, Protec upright protectors
comprise high density foam which is encased in 
either steel or high-impact plastic outer casings.

Upright protectors

Standard Dome Front

The Storax Protec range includes
floor-mounted column
guards for shelving and
racking systems,
complete rack end
protector kits, upright
mounted frame protectors
and sacrificial leg assemblies for
Storax SP80 and Dexion Speedlock®
pallet racking systems.

Storax protec provides cost
effective protection for racking
and shelving at risk of damage by
mechanical handling equipment. 
As well as reduced downtime
and replacement costs, Protec
products can increase
operator safety through
high-visibility rack
demarcation.



Quick and easy to fit

Where high incidence of damage 
is experienced, sacrificial leg units 
can be fitted to the front uprights 
of Storax SP80 and Dexion
Speedlock® pallet racking frames 
to make damage repairs simple, 
quick and inexpensive.

Sacrificial leg kits

Standard Flat Front Narrow-Aisle Wide Upright Shelving/Longspan

Storax Protec floor 
mounted column guards 
are available in a range of 
shapes and sizes to suit 
most racking upright/
baseplate combinations. 
Standard colour is high 
visibility orange Ral 2009.

Rack end protectors
Rack end protectors are supplied as a complete 
kit for single entry and double entry racks. Each 
kit can be supplied with a choice of column guard 
styles, finished in high visibility orabge Ral 2009.


